Abstract -In this paper, we present the most rigorous Sparameter formulation of quality (Q) factor that has ever been seen for a spiral inductor in generalized WO-port configuration. The derivation employs a complex power concept and can reduce to the conventional Qfactor expression based on one-port inductor model with the second port grounded. The Q factor of a tank circuit that connects the spiral inductor with an ideally lossless capacitor in series or in parallel can be also predicted successfully using this Sparameter formulation.
INTRODUCTION
Spiral inductors are commonly used in radio-frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) to act as series or shunt elements in the matching, tank or choke circuits. It is without controversy that Q factor is always the most important parameter to evaluate the inductor performance.
However, up to date the spiral-inductor Q factor has been formulated rigorously as the ratio of imaginary part to real part of input impedance only in one port configuration with another port shorted [1]- [3] . This Q-factor formulation is good for spiral inductors when serving as shunt elements. Spiral inductors are also used frequently as series elements in many RFIC applications and their performance will be distorted when evaluated using the Q factor in one-port formulation. Several Q factors have been calculated based on various two-port inductor models in the past [4] , [5] . It is common for them to ignore the loss of the shunt parasitic elements in the model, which will generally lead to overestimation of Q factors below self-resonant frequency (SRF).
In this paper, we consider the spiral inductor as a reciprocal two-port network. According to a general relation between its impedance network parameters and the complex power delivered to this network, we have derived a closed-form expression for Q factor in terms of two-port S parameters and load reflection coefficient successfully. By setting minus unity for load reflection coefficient to represent a short-circuit termination, the reduced expression of Q factor can be proved identical to that formulated in one-port configuration. A spiral inductor and a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor in series or parallel connection form fundamental tank circuits in RFICs. Typically, the former Q factor is much lower than the latter and will dominate the final Q factor of tank circuit. Therefore, it can be acceptable to assume an infinite Q-factor quantity for MIM capacitor'in estimating Q factor of a tank circuit. By distinguishing the Q-factor definition between spiral inductor and tank circuit, we have found an approximate formula.to predict the tankcircuit Q factor accurately from the spiral-inductor Q factor.
FORMULATION
By referring to [1] - [3] , the spiral-inductor Q factor can be defined as peak magneticenergy -peak electricenergy energy loss in one cycle Qind = 2 x where W r and We?" are time-average magnetic and electric energy respectively and each is equal to half of its peak energy. The time-average power loss denoted by P,Wshould equal the energy loss in one cycle divided by the period (T). Fig. 1 shows a spiral inductor terminated by arbitrary load impedance ( ZL ). From Poynting's theorem, the complex power delivered to the input of the network can be expressed in terms of the net reactive energy stored in and the power dissipated by the network. 
From (1) and (2) . the spiral-inductor Q factor can be rewritten as (5) After substituting (3) and ( 
z o ) -~( [ v + ] ' [ u ] [ Y + ] * -[ v + ] ' [ S y [ S ] * [ v + ] -) = (2z0)-~[~+]'([LI]-[S~[S]~)[Y+]* (7)
where [ U ] is an identity matrix. Dividing (6) by (7) gives the Q factor as 
Solving for Vlfand V; from (9) and (10) gives P e I rin 2 Zin Fig. 2 . A spiral inductor with a short-circuit termination.
Solving for V; / v,+ from (9) gives After substituting (11) into (8) and assuming the spiral inductor to be reciprocal, the spiral-inductor Q factor can be finally formulated as
In (16) the Q factor has been explicitly expressed in terms of the two-port S parameter and load reflection coefficient. Frequencv (GHz)
CASE STUDY

A. Spiral Inductors with a Short-circuit Termination
_ . . which is identical to the most commonly used Q-factor expression for spiral inductors.
E. LC Tank Circuits Containing a Spiral Inductor
The definition in (1) shows that Q factor in an inductor is proportional to the net reactive energy stored, which is equal to the difference between the peak magnetic and electric energies. Due to some extra parasitic capacitances, a spiral inductor has a self-resonance at the angular frequency q when the electric and magnetic energies are equal. Therefore, its Q factor will vanish to zero at o0 , . One should caution that the spiral inductor is. treated with a capacitive termination in a series LC tank circuit but with a short-circuit termination in a parallel LC tank circuit in calculating its Q factor using (16). As a result,
Figs. 6 and 7 plot the calculated Q factors versus frequency up to 10 GHz for the 5.9 nH spiral inductor connected with an ideal 3-pF capacitor in series and in parallel respectively. In addition, the resulting frequency responses of imaginary part of input reflection coeMicient are also shown. From these plots. one can locate 00 and UJ, at which Qind = 0 and lm{Gi} = 0 respectively, and then find Qind at U,. With knowledge of these quantities, subsequent estimation of Qmk using (21) can be done. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A closed-form S-parameter formulation of Q factor for a spiral inductor in generalized two-port configuration has been derived. The formulation can rigorously evaluate Q factor for a spiral inductor terminated with arbitrary load impedance. Therefore, the conventional Q-factor formula 
